INSPIRATION BY HELLFIRE

CENTURIO

STRIVE FOR PERFECTION

@CENTURIODESIGN
Centurio Design®, the light system specialist from Muenster (Münster) / Germany. Focus of Outdoor / Action sports and law enforcement light, is celebrating its anniversary. Our company was founded in 2005 under the name “Combat Systems”. Quickly we found our main product, our “Centurio Light’s” so from there we changed our whole company name from “Combat Systems” to “CenturioLight®” and then to “Centurio® Products Group” via “CenturioGroup®”, then “Centurio Design®”. The last change was made with the evolution into civilian business.

Centurio Design® is always working in other ways than other companies or competitors. Usually, companies go from the civilian sector into the law enforcement or defense market. In our case, Centurio Design® is exactly the opposite. Centurio Design® has managed to place its quality products in various civilian markets, such as in motor sports, outdoor sports and martial arts. In all three areas, we have begun to rebuild existing products or have developed new products for these markets. We are pleased with this and the many other changes from 2014 to successfully look into the future.

Why did we choose the name Centurio®?

We searched for a name which reflects the origin and meaning of our company. A Centurio was a rank in the ancient Roman Army.

This army was known for its forward planning, including its attention to detail, related to strategy and organization. We chose our name to reflect this ideal. We are extremely proud of the name because we feel it encompasses the spirit of Europe within our Company. We, as a European based Company, embrace the lifestyle of the European Union. We have Company members from other areas of the world as we expand to encompass many nations and all new members accept and adopt to the E.U. ideals we strive to maintain.

Why did we choose the name Centurio®?
Centurio Design Personal Illuminator – Signal Marker was developed by request of a military branch for an individual supplementary lighting tool. The request was to fulfill the unique needs and environments encountered by military personnel. The first production run of this light was back in 1994, the last one was 2010. Now it has risen from the dead again, and coming back with brand new technology, updated with the latest LED technology for the outdoor/action sports fans but also for professional market such as the search and rescue, military and law enforcement.
MAIN DESIGN PARAMETERS

- High Visibility
- Impact resistance
- Waterproof/Submersible capability
- Simple integration with gear/clothing
- Long run time
- Prevent inadvertent activation
- Variety of colors for mission-specific uses
- Use Marker for IFF (Identification Friendly-or-Foe) signaling

TECHNICAL DETAILS

- Polycarbonate Body – Tough exterior to resist impacts and scrapes – Textured surface to minimize reflections
- Body shields LED lens allowing maximum light dispersion and visibility while protecting against impacts
- 2 x O-Ring Seals + sealed activation button – enables waterproof operation to 5-Meter minimum submersion depth
- Recessed ON/OFF switch – prevents accidental activation – rubber coated for easy locating in dark conditions
- Off, Constant-On and Marker Functions
- Use Constant-On for auxiliary lighting tasks and personal area lighting
- Bright LEDs for maximum visibility/reliability – 20,000 Millicandela Blue LED – average life span 7,000 hours continuous
- Corrosion-resistant coated attachments for integrating with gear and clothing
- User-Replaceable, commonly available CR-2016 and CR-2032 Lithium batteries for run times in excess of 40 hours continuous and 10-year shelf life
The OSE MuniFlex® (Savannah® Headlamp Series) was designed for use in extreme conditions, the OSE MuniFlex® on behalf of a Marine unit. The focus was a strong luminosity, annexation to a helmet, water tightness according to DIN, a durable housing and an emergency system in the OSE MuniFlex®. All these properties are of course interesting and useful not only for the maritime sector. The result is a very modern and functional headlight that can be seen. The Savannah is interesting not only for the military and police facilities; it is a high quality head lamp, also for upscale outdoor and extreme sports of today. The OSE MuniFlex® is made ??of high quality aircraft aluminum and is waterproof to IPX standard (minimum 2 m under water). Is operated with a battery type CR123A. The mode and the rescue system is one of the important features of the OSE MuniFlex®. OSE MuniFlex® has three default values ??for dimming: “Mid” power: 100 lumens = “High” power: 200 lumens = “Low” power: 20 lumens = “Off” Power: 0 = lumen “Operation is this, by a rotating magnetic circuit, this is a very simple control is ensured, even if the user is in an extreme situation and thus must act under stress. on the same side of the light, where the rotating magnetic circuit is located, is also the emergency pressure switch for the rescue system is turned on which is independent of the mode. This then ensures that an SOS is sent over the air. The pressure switch is red, so it can be found also by third parties or team members, when the carrier of the light should no longer be accessible. This was an explicit request from the Marine range. the SOS signal is output with an output of 200 lumens.
Emergency pressure switch for the S.O.S mode
Rotation pressure switch for all the different modes
Tailcap such as a normal flashlight without a pressure switch

**TECHNICAL DETAILS**

- Material: manufactured with aerospace class aluminum alloy
- Size: 8.6 cm(L) 2.33 cm (Diameter)
- Weight: 54 grams (without the battery)
- Bulb: Cree XPG-R5 LED. Life span up to 50000 hours
- Seals: Waterproof to IPX-8 standard
- Illumination: CREE LED Bulb
- Power Supply: 1 x CR123A battery
- Lens: Toughened ultra-clear glass lens with anti-scratch coating
- Color: Black
TECHNICAL DETAILS

- Material: manufactured with aerospace class aluminum alloy
- Weight: 207 grams (without the battery)
- Bulb: Cree XPE LED. Life span up to 50000 hours
- Seals: Waterproof to IPX-8 standard
- Illumination: CREE LED Bulb
- Power Supply: 3 x AAA battery
- Lens: Toughened ultra-clear glass lens with anti-scratch coating
- Color: Black

TECHNICAL DETAILS

- Material: manufactured with aerospace class aluminum alloy
- Weight: 186 grams (without the battery)
- Bulb: Cree XPE LED. Life span up to 50000 hours
- Seals: Waterproof to IPX-8 standard
- Illumination: CREE LED Bulb
- Power Supply: 4 x AA or 2 x 18650 battery
- Lens: Toughened ultra-clear glass lens with anti-scratch coating
- Color: Black
In Germany and Austria, THE USE OF A GUNLIGHT IS A CRIME and requires an approval of your local or/and federal authority’s.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR CAMPAIGN „GUNLIGHTS ARE NOT A CRIME“ VISIT WWW.CENTURIODESIGN.COM/GUNLIGHT_CAMPAIGN

The PugioLight® G3 has not changed from the classic body design because the design is still the most popular Lightning Less-Lethal Weapons® (LLLW®) Flashlight we produce. We have upgraded the bulb, improved the switch and now use the latest LED technology in our PugioLight® G3. Today the PugioLight® G3 is our “Classic Model” we kicked the PugioLight® II out of the program in 2012. Many of you out there call us and request the PugioLight® II though. So we are back with the PugioLight® G3. The PugioLight® G3 contains all the features of the PugioLight® II first generation including the CREE technology strobe mode, an ideal option for self-defense. The PugioLight® G3 has many new features which assist and better support you in self-defense situations. It is designed for urban operations and for situations that anyone can encounter in day to day life. The PugioLight® G3 has a new JC Impact Ring® with 36 Spikes. These spikes are bigger and heavier than the other lights, making it more effective for breaching windows/doors or for use in hand-to-hand situations. The bigger spikes transfer the energy of your movements in a more effective manner for greater benefit with minimal effort. The grip of the PugioLight® G3 is more dynamic. Customers have asked us to adapt the grip to help keep it from sliding. In a high stress situation, hands tend to become sweaty causing some to lose control of the device. We have changed the texture of the grip and have increased the size and placement of the tail cap.

The New PugioLight® G3 is our next generation of the PugioLight® II
TECHNICAL DETAILS

- Material: Precision-machined, Anodized Aircraft Aluminium Construction
- Size: 132.08mm x 25mm
- Weight: 125 grams (without batteries) 184 grams (with batteries)
- Bulb: Shock-Isolated
- Seals: O-Ring Seals for Extreme Weather Resistance
- Modes: 2 (1. Hold = Strobe 2. Push = Constant Light)
- Illumination: CREE LED Bulb
- Power Supply: 2 x CR123A 3V Lithium Batteries
- Operating Range: -40° to +60 C°
- Color: Black
- Lumens: 390

On/Off Switch and Centurio Design® Patented Panic Button
In a fright or fear situation the body flinches, press the finger constant through the Panic Button will start the LLLW® strobe immediately.
The new PugioLight is here! And starts completely through the new design, new size with new good features. We start direct with two modens G4 (two CR123 Batteries) and G4T (three CR123 Batteries). Also you can use also rechargeable batteries too. New features for example the new Finger Rips on the body for a better grip the light, to a new design of tailcape switch. We have also changed the Clip that it is more strong. We produce the light in two colors, Standart Black and in German Universal Terran Camo Color (RAL8000).
On/Off Switch and Centurio Design® Patented Panic Button

In a fright or fear situation the body flinches, press the finger constant through the Panic Button will start the LLLW® strobe immediately.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Model: PugioLight G4
- Material: Precision-machined, Anodized Aircraft Aluminium Construction
- Size: 160mm x 25mm
- Weight: 125 grams (without batteries) 184 grams (with batteries)
- Bulb: Shock-Isolated
- Seals: O-Ring Seals for Extreme Weather Resistance
- Waterproof up to 3.3m for 30 minutes
- Modes: 2 (1. Hold = Strobe 2. Push = Constant Light)
- Illumination: CREE LED Bulb
- Power Supply: 2 x CR123A 3V Lithium Batteries
- Operating Range: -40° to +60 C°
- Color: Black
- Lumens: 350

The PugioLight G4 is also available in yellow

On/Off Switch and Centurio Design® Patented Panic Button

In a fright or fear situation the body flinches, press the finger constant through the Panic Button will start the LLLW® strobe immediately.
TECHNICAL DETAILS

Model: PugioLight G4-T

- Material: Precision-machined, Anodized Aircraft Aluminium Construction
- Size: 172mm x 25mm
- Weight: 135 grams (without batteries) 194 grams (with batteries)
- Bulb: Shock-Isolated
- Seals: O-Ring Seals for Extreme Weather Resistance
- Waterproof up to 3.3m for 30 minutes
- Modes: 2 (1. Hold = Strobe 2. Push = Constant Light)
- Illumination: CREE LED Bulb
- Power Supply: 3 x CR123A 3V Lithium Batteries
- Operating Range: -40° to +60 C°
- Color: Black
- Lumens: 420

On/Off Switch and Centurio Design® Patented Panic Button

In a fright or fear situation the body flinches, press the finger constant through the Panic Button will start the LLLW® strobe immediately.

JC Impact Ring for breaching windows and doors
We have recently introduced a host of new features in the Sentinel® series. Though we still remain loyal to our classic version of flashlights and with a combination of light intensity and self-defense features the Sentinel® is used by Law Enforcement, Private Security Services, the Military and also law-abiding responsible citizens who want to protect themselves legally. The angle head design ergonomically guarantees light everywhere, where a conventional light would make it difficult. The operation is very easy. Hold the light like a spray can and press on the top button with your thumb (you can exercise the most power with your thumb), this changes the Sentinel®’s on/off/strobe cycles. The Sentinel® series exclusively use our LLLW® strobe and the BlueZeus® technology too.

The Sentinel® Anglehead Flashlight series is the connection between the EDC and Law Enforcement and Military market and we bringing back the anglehead design “TL-194 military jungle flashlight” of the past for today’s over the great clip the Sentinel® is MOLLE equipped webbing for secured hands-free attachment on MOLLE.
We have four models. The Sentinel® EDC® and Commodore® will use two (2) CR123A batteries and the Sentinel® EDC-T® and Commodore-T® use three (3) CR123A batteries. Made of Precisionmachined, Anodized Aircraft Aluminum Construction. Modes: – Hold = Strobe – Tap and Click = Constant Light – Tap & Click again = Low Mode.

In a fright or fear situation the body flinches, press the finger through the Panic Button constant will start the LLLW® strobe immediately.
The new Sentinel® Antarctica

Sentinel® Antarctica is the second generation of our Sentinel® series. The Sentinel® Antarctica was developed in cooperation with various groups of people and by various organizations such as water rescue, mountain rescue and expedition leaders who circumnavigate the North and South Poles. But we have also spent time directly with users who privately use the Centurio Design® Lights under extreme conditions. The Sentinel® Antarctica’s is the second development series of Sentinel® EDC and most basic features are therefore the same. Some modifications are as follows:

a) We do not use the JC Impact Head at the light head
b) We have converted the large thorn into a semicircular tail with a 5 mm hole for a lanyard or Sailor/Windsurfer rope / Paracord
c) Waterproof by IPX 8 standard (waterproof up to two meters depth for 30 minutes).
d) We are planning to produce the Sentinel® Antarctica in the following colors, classic black, but also in the special colors red (RAL 3026), blue (RAL 5002), orange (RAL 2007) and yellow (RAL 1026).

How did we come up with the name “Sentinel® Antarctica”?

We are, like most of the people who work in the outdoor industry, big fans of the forces of nature. The South Pole is one place where you will find these forces like no other. The landmass of Antarctica is under 2,700 meters of ice and where the South Pole is, it is a barren, windswept icy plateau. During nearly half of the year the South Pole is blanketed in darkness, with only some signs of twilight in September. This long time of low-light darkness mixed with the tradition and history of explorers and adventures creates a colorful story which we feel our light is well suited for. The Sentinel® Antarctica is a hard working adventure light well suited to illuminate your way on any adventure.
On/Off Switch and Centurio Design® Patented Panic Button

In a fright or fear situation the body flinches, press the finger through the Panic Button constant will start the LLLW® strobe immediately.

The Sentinel® Antarctica use a high efficiency LED with up to 360 lumens of light output. We have canceled the JC Mini Impact Ring® and the Spike Tail.

Model: Sentinel® Antarctica®
Size: 132.08mm x 25mm
Weight: 125 grams (without batteries)
184 grams (with batteries)
Shock-Isolated Bulb
Quadruple O-ring Seals for Extreme Weather Resistance (Waterproof by IPX 8 Standard)
Semicircular Tail with a 5 mm hole for a Lanyard or Sailor/Paracord
Color: Black, Red, Yellow, Blue, Orange
Illumination: CREE LED Bulb
Power Supply: 2 x CR123A 3V Lithium Batteries
Operating Range: -40°C to +60°C
Light output: 360 lumens

Hole for Paracord
Flathead without JC Impact Head
Improved Clip
On a Molle Vest
Use with all your Gear
Use in every Situation
Used as a safe light in tents, vehicles or under the open sky without having an open fire. This ability is becoming increasingly important for our customers. There are also those who have motivated us to align our product range in the outdoor and sport direction. A product line which has a lot of potential, which we are determined to expand in the coming months.

Operating mode: White LED keep high / medium / low / off - When you push the switch for 3 seconds the Lantern goes in a red LED light, when you push the ON / OFF Switch again the Lantern starts an S.O.S Flash warning.

The switch goes from blue, yellow to red showing the battery capacity. Full rubber cover around the lantern.

CENTURIO DESIGN has recently developed for the outdoor and camping / backpacker and survival and 4 x 4 adventure market the EXPIDI LANTERN.
TECHNICAL DETAILS

- Light Source: White Lamp 4pcs SMD white LED + red LED
- Max Output: 300 Lumens / Red LED: 10 Lumens

**Working Mode:**
- White LED: Keep High / Medium / Low / Off
- Push down the switch for 3 seconds for a red LED light and S.O.S. Flash Warning
- Battery Type: D Batteries, 3pcs. (not included)
- The Switch from blue, yellow to red to show the battery capacity
- Runtime 6 hours for white, 150 hours for red
- LED life: 100,000 hours
- 360° light distribution
- Working Temperature: -40°C – +85°C
- Net Weight: 390.5g
- Color: The Expidi lantern comes in yellow and olive green.
Centurio Design, the world’s leading manufacturer of electronic irritation devices, has spent years in the development and research of the BAD Series.

In the last few years tactical law enforcement units around the world have used greater numbers of flashbangs in different situations, but in most of the world an officer has the order to protect the life of the suspect / criminal, too. One of the highest directives in the world, is the security and integrity of human life. In conventional “flashbangs” or similar is always a relatively high potential risk for the other person and any bystanders. Just in case law may lead to significant problems for the issuing and executive bodies of the respective units, is when a person is injured or killed by the means used.

It is only to confuse and to disorient the suspect during a tactical entry and to use the shock-induced moment to capture him and to bring him to justice. Since we have had sevel gunmen in schools worldwide who shoot, kill and wound many students and teachers. The first law enforcement responder has been Patrol Officers. At last we now have a new tool for them, too, to use! Use of the BAD® will eliminate suspect injuries in tactical situations! The BAD® is also perfect for missions in industrial areas.
TECHNICAL DETAILS

Model: BAD® HEAVY

- Material: Precision-machined Aircraft Aluminum Construction (6061-T6)
- Tube diameter: 55mm
- Length: 120mm
- Weight: 500g (without batteries)
  - 520g (with batteries)
- Power Supply: 2 x CR123A lithium batteries
- Illumination: 18 CREE LED which produces 140 Lumens (total approx output 2,520 Lumen)
- Centurio Design® patented strobe technology
- Waterproof to 1 meter guaranteed
- Shock-isolated bulbs and body
- Sound: single speaker, dual output levels,
  Range approx. 135-175 db

IMPORTANT NOTE: The BAD® is not a toy!
The BAD® is to be used only by authorized and trained law enforcement, prison services (corrections), military personnel, or similar operators. Centurio Design® does not make any civilian sales of the BAD® and authorizes sales only to military and law enforcement distributors or dealers. This product may cause serious damage to property or persons. Handle, store, and use this device with extreme care and caution. Use only as instructed. Keep out of the reach of children and unauthorized and untrained personnel.
Baffled Advantage Device® (BAD®) Model Little Giant® is specifically designed for the military service and to the police. It is the only Flash Bang (irritation to the body such as the flash grenade only without chance of physical damage) in the world produced without explosive materials. The Baffled Advantage Device® (BAD®) Model Little Giant® is the latest product from Centurio Design®, patented worldwide, especially for security forces and government agencies. Centurio Design®, the world’s leading manufacturer of tactical strobe lights and strobe devices, has used it’s years of experience in the field of “Strobe” technology and created this revolution in the “Flash Bang-market”. An ever increasing number of applications in military and alternate situations in which irritants to bodies are used particularly in police and security agencies, has lead us to seek a less-lethal alternative. One of the highest directives in the world, is the safety and integrity of human life. With use of conventional “flash grenades” or similar devices there is always a relatively high potential for risk to the other person and any bystanders. From a legal standpoint, this may lead to significant problems for the issuing and executive bodies of the respective units, is when a person is injured or killed by the means used.

The Benfits of the BAD®:

- 100% Non Lethal technology
- Reusable. Quick turn around time.
- No dangerous explosives
- No dangerous flames
- Cost-effective
- Easy to use for any one
- Lightweight and compact
- No physical risk to the suspect.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Model: BAD® Little Giant®

- Material: Precision-machined Aircraft Aluminum Construction (6061-T6)
- Tube Diameter: 55mm
- Length: 120mm
- Weight: about 450g (without batteries)
  470g (with batteries)
- Power Supply: 2 x CR123A lithium batteries
- Illumination: 9 Cree LED which producing 140 Lumens.
  (total approx output 1,260 Lumen)
- Centurio Design® patented strobe technology
- Waterproof to 1 meter guaranteed
- Shock-isolated bulbs and body
- Sound: none

What is the reason to use a flashbang?

It is only to confuse and to disorient the suspect during a tactical entry and to use the shock-induced moment to capture him and to bring him to justice.

Since we have had several gunmen in schools worldwide who shoot, kill and wound many students and teachers.

The first law enforcement responder has been Patrol Officers. At last we now have a new tool for them, too, to use!

Use of the BAD® will eliminate suspect injuries in tactical situations! The BAD® is also perfect for missions in industrial areas, because there are no dangerous explosives used in the BAD®.

BAD® Device can be used, in many possible situations.

Do I need Training with the BAD®?

The BAD® works the same way as a real flashbang so a trained officer who has expirence with such devices will be able to use the BAD® safely and effectively. If you are not a member of a Special Response Team and you have not trained with flashbangs, you need to be instructed in the techniques and safety rules. Feel free to contact Centurio Design® Instructor Development School or an independent authorize factory master instructor and enroll in a Training Course to learn different techniques and ways to use this device. This is suggested for all new users of the BAD®.
The CoreT® Series, Model No. 779H, a new compact helmet light concept, developed and manufactured by Centurio Design®. What makes the No. 779 so different from other compact helmet lights? You can remove the mount and use another one to fit the No. 779H to other manufacturer’s helmets. For example, you can use it with Schuberth® F300 fire fighter helmet which use it's own special Multi-Function Adapter (MFA), Search and Rescue Models, and other military or extreme outdoor sports activity helmets and gear (please specify when ordering a No. 779H if you need an MFA or specific mount). The standard No. 779H will be delivered with a Picatinny rail compatible mount (Note: On request, we can provide additional mounting systems). "Picatinny rails" are the standard world-wide accepted rail system made by Military standards. The Picatinny rail is officially referred by the U.S. Military as MIL-STD-1913 and was taken over with this specification in the NATO STANAG 2324 for easy and quick adaptation of different accessories such as flashlights, cameras etc. So with the No. 779H you just change the mount and you still have a compact helmet light and you don’t need any additional adapters to use the No. 779H. The ability to change out the mounts is beneficial because you can save the weight of stacking up multiple mounts which make the helmet heavier and change the dynamics of the helmet. Cutting out added adapters when weight is so important helps reduce and prevent medical problems on the neck etc. and reduces risk during activities such as rappelling on walls, vessels or from mountains etc. The “Wings” ON and OFF Switch allows the No. 779H to be fit for your pointer finger or you have the option to use a cable trigger and mount it with a Velcro strap while on your helmet suspender system.
- Light Source: 3 Watt LED
- Max Output: 425 Lumens
- Working Mode: switching Continuous and LLLW® Strobe
- Battery Type: 3.0Volts, CR123A Lithium Battery, 2pcs.
- Runtime 5h
- Working Temperature: -40°C – +85°C
- Dimension: 86(L)*41(W)*38(H)mm
- Net Weight: 97.8g
- Hard Anodized in Black, Coyote, and Stainless Steel
- Aluminium: 7075 T6
- Mount System (removable from the Light Body) 4 screws
- Screws: DIN EN ISO 4762, M2 and M4
- Metric Thread M2 & M4, Tolerance 6H
- Made for use a Mount System Quick-Detach Rail

**TECHNICAL DETAILS**

Default delivery is: The Tailcape and the light itself

The Mount system Quick-detach rail clamp for the CoreT® Series, Model: No779, needs to be ordered extra. Standard mount is for the picatinny rail Multi-Function Adapter (MFA) or other mounts are on request.
A GREAT NEW WAY TO USE OUR TACTICAL FLASHLIGHTS MOUNTS FOR A CIVILIAN USE

Developed and patented to mount our high quality CenturioLight® to your bike or to be mounted on a offroad roof rack or ATV / quad bike or motorcycle. This is also a great option to use for our FelfireLight® Mount. This “Hardcore Riders Rail®” is made by the original standards of the U.S. Military and the Specifications for the M16, A2 (E4) assault rifle and the M4 (E1) tactical carbine classification in December 1994. The rail is named after the Picatinny Arsenal in New Jersey, USA. The Picatinny Arsenal’s role with the rail was to test/evaluate it and to create a military standard for it. This was MIL-STD-1913, dated February 3, 1995 and was taken over by this specification in the NATO STANAG 2324. If for the Military that standard great then it should also be a very good standard for extreme athletes or sports fans such as Survival / Adventure Expeditions fans and in the off-road motor sports “rally / trophy” with ATV / quad bike, motocross bikes, unimog’s and of course 4 x 4 (SUV) vehicles in these markets at home.

Again, the is a high-end and by far the highest quality product out of the defense sector and now a great use for in the commercial market. Our experience in the law enforcement / security industries opened a option to all fans in the outdoor and our rally / trophy fans etc. a new standard in these markets. Centurio Design® is constantly developing products, and thus connected in several new markets. Experience in the law enforcement / security industries opened a option to all fans in the outdoor and our rally / trophy fans etc. a new standard in these markets. Centurio Design® is constantly developing products, and thus connected in several new markets.
TECHNICAL DETAILS
- Material: Precision-machined, Anodized Aircraft Aluminum Construction.
- Size: will be added shortly
- Standard: Mil-STD-1913 and NATO STANAG 2324
- Weight: will be added shortly
- Color: Black

NOTE: Hardcore Riders Rail® is produced in two sizes (diameter) more details on request
CoreT Wrist Mount Cover

Striker Wrist Platform

Constructed of lightweight, hard-anodized aerospace aluminum, the Striker® Wrist Mount features a heavy duty Nylon wristband from Cobra that holds the unit securely but comfortably in place in every situation. The most unique feature of the Striker® Wrist Mount is the Picatinny Rail compatibility, so you can mount almost every Picatinny Rail compatible equipment or Light on the Striker® Wrist Mount.

Developed and patented to mount our high quality CenturioLight® to your bike or to be mounted on a offroad roof rack or ATV / quad bike or motorcycle. This is also a great option to use for our FelfireLight® Mount. This “Hardcore Riders Rail®” is made by the original standards of the U.S. Military and the Specifications for the M16, A2 (E4) assault rifle and the M4 (E1) tactical carbine classification in December 1994.

This was Mil-STD-1913, dated February 3, 1995 and was taken over by this specification in the NATO STANAG 2324. If for the Military that standard great then it should also be a very good standard for extreme athletes or sports fans such as Survival / Adventure Expeditions fans and in the off-road motor sports rally / trophy with ATV / quad bike, motocross bikes, unimog’s and of course 4 × 4 (SUV) vehicles in these markets at home.
**Technical Details**

- Material: Precision-machined, Anodized Aircraft Aluminum Construction.
- Size: 44.6mm x 21.2mm
- Standard: MIL-STD-1913 and NATO STANAG 2324
- Weight: will be added shortly
- Color: Black
Centurio Design® is not new to the knife business. In 2009, Centurio Design® won the International Knife Award 2009 with our Auxilium® Knife in the Special Knives category at the IWA Outdoor Classics. IWA is the leading international trade fair for hunting and shooting sports, outdoor equipment, as well as equipment for use in the civilian and government security industry, so we have proved that Centurio Design® has the knowhow and production experience to make knives and tools. Flashlights and knives belong together and are being connected with the friends of the night and the friends of the hard steel. Centurio Design® is very proud to show you the first line of our household knives, many more will follow.

These knives, which we offer here, were specifically designed for various markets and these were divided by us in the following categories:

Category A: Outdoor/Survival Knifes fixed blade, where the handles are wrapped with Para cord. The principle idea is when you have the knife with you, you also have Para cord, which you can use in an emergency situation.

Category B: Concealed Carry Knife / EDC Knife, One Handed Knifes / automatic knives. These knives have been developed to be carried in an urban area and to help in a first aid situation. The knives, which can be conveniently carried in a pocket and are quickly ready for use, have been designed so that they can be used for everyday work. These knives are great for security agencies, fire departments, etc.

Attention: We expressly point out that all our knives were not only built for the German market but also for the export market. Please make sure the knives do not violate relevant weapons laws where you reside. As an example, your area may have laws prohibiting the possession of automatic knives or the carrying of knives and cutting tools. Centurio Design® expressly disclaims any responsibility and cannot give legal information. Make sure to check your local laws before ordering.
Model: Bushman  
Size: 290 x 52 x 20mm  
Weight: 206g  
Materials: Stainless 3CR13 Blade  
Handle: Paracord / Lanyard Wrapped

Model: Hawk II  
Size: 185 x 45 x 20mm  
Weight: 92g  
Materials: Stainless 3CR13 Blade  
Handle: Paracord / Lanyard Wrapped

Model: Bushboy  
Size: 185 x 43 x 20mm  
Weight: 92g  
Materials: Stainless 3CR13 Blade  
Handle: Paracord / Lanyard Wrapped

Model: Bushspike  
Size: 223 x 55 x 20mm  
Weight: 90g  
Materials: Stainless 3CR13 Blade  
Handle: Paracord / Lanyard Wrapped
MAIN FEATURES OF THE STINGER

There are hundreds of folding knives available on the market who are design to carrying as a civilian persone or on-duty as a military or law enforcement officer. Most of the professionals from the military and law enforcement want a knife that a sharp who can cut a seatbelt's and to handle basic cutting and prying needs and as a backup weapon while on-duty that he can use to save his life when he cannot get on his gun in a fight, period. Civilians like to use a knife as a „Concealment Carry Knife“ for emergency situations. **Sturdy Pocket Clip** – The Stinger has sturdy pocket clip. **One Hand Opening** – If you cannot open a knife easily with one hand, there is no way that you can open it with one hand under stress, the Stinger you can open easily with one. **Hand Protection** – If you use our Stinger Knife as a weapon, your hands are going to get wet with sweat or use it in the rain and this can cause your hand to slip from the grip onto the blade to prevent we have a „Thumb Ramp“, these ramp are usually ridged to give your thumb some traction. This can enhance your grip when thrusting and stabbing.

Size: 122\*40\*20mm Length: 122mm closed / 214mm overall
Weight: 133g
Material: Stainless Steel Blade; G10 Handle Thumb Stud
Thumb Stud - one-hand operating
Belt Clip - easy equipment